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NetSmart
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When someone is struggling with mental health or 
addiction, they don’t have to suffer alone. At Rogers 
Behavioral Health, we can help find a path to recovery. 
Together, we can not only help patients face their 
challenges, we can rise above them.

The leader 
in specialized mental health 
and addiction treatment

rogersbh.org   |   800-767-4411
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Behavioral safety

Behavioral Safety has an unwavering commitment to the 

safety and humanity of patients’ lives. Our passion is to 

save patients’ lives while improving the quality of their 

environment. With a foundation of over forty-five years of 

field experience, we specialize in the design of exclusive 

ligature-resistant building products that are at the 

forefront of the behavioral industry to aid in suicide 

prevention. It is our goal to furnish our customers with 

quality products and excellent service.

Visit our  website 
besafepro.com
for  a full listing of:

Products
 
Instructional  Videos 

BIM Files

Technical Resources

THE INDUSTRY LEADER
IN LIGATURE RESISTANT PRODUCTS

INNOVATION NEVER RESTS
besafepro.com
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Yale

Behavioral Safety has an unwavering commitment to the 

safety and humanity of patients’ lives. Our passion is to 

save patients’ lives while improving the quality of their 

environment. With a foundation of over forty-five years of 

field experience, we specialize in the design of exclusive 

ligature-resistant building products that are at the 

forefront of the behavioral industry to aid in suicide 

prevention. It is our goal to furnish our customers with 

quality products and excellent service.

Visit our  website 
besafepro.com
for  a full listing of:

Products
 
Instructional  Videos 

BIM Files

Technical Resources

THE INDUSTRY LEADER
IN LIGATURE RESISTANT PRODUCTS

INNOVATION NEVER RESTS
besafepro.com



The design of AquaDesign’s products reflects a new vision and philosophy for mental 
health facilities that is rooted in hope, healing and recovery.

Behavioral healthcare fixtures designed from the ground up to strike a balance 
between the safest possible healing environment and a non-institutional 

appearance.

AquaDesignMfg.com
(800) 999-3101
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AquaDesign Mfg.
AquaDesign Mfg. offers a unique range of products 
designed exclusively for mental health facilities and 
rehabilitation centers.  Our suite of products strive 
to be the most effective and failsafe ligature resistant 
solutions available worldwide.  The design of our 
products reflects a new vision and philosophy for 
mental health facilities that is rooted in hope, healing 
and recovery. Info@AquaDesignMfg.com, (800) 999-
3101, www.AquaDesignMfg.com. 

Arbor Pharmaceuticals, LLC
Arbor Pharmaceuticals is an Atlanta, Georgia based 
specialty pharmaceutical company that currently 
markets prescription products for the cardiovascular, 
neurology, psychiatry, endocrinology, and orphan 
markets. Please visit arborpharma.com.

Behavioral Safety
Behavioral Safety has an unwavering commitment 
to the safety and humanity of patients’ lives. With a 
foundation of over forty-five years of field experience, 
we specialize in designing exclusive ligature-resistant 
building products at the forefront of the behavioral 
industry to aid in suicide prevention. Our passion is to 
save patients’ lives while improving the quality of their 
environment, and our goal is to furnish our customers 
with quality ligature-resistant products and excellent 
service. To learn more about Behavioral Safety 
Products, visit us at besafeprod.com. To contact us, 
give us a call at 706.705.1500.

CannonDesign
At CannonDesign, we exist to fulfill one important 
purpose: to help people continuously flourish. We 
design spaces and solutions that empower equitable 
change for all―strengthening communities and 
replacing barriers to care with boundless hope.  
Our dedicated mental and behavioral health practice 
has helped open doors to more than 6.5 million 
square feet of healing space in the last decade alone. 
With a portfolio that ranges widely in size and type—
from state-operated hospitals to community-based 
clinics―we partner with leading organizations to 
advance specialty care models and position for  
what’s next in mental and behavioral health.  
Contact: Timothy M. Rommel, AIA, MRAIC, ACHA, 
trommel@cannondesign.com, 716.228.4809, 
cannondesign.com.

Cerner Corporation
Cerner Behavioral Health offers award-winning 
technology that can help organizations serve 
individuals by providing a connected view of physical 
and mental health together. Our electronic health 
record helps providers deliver the level of care 
that successful treatment demands with clinical 
integration, client engagement, reporting/analytics 
and interoperability. For more information, please 
contact Hilary Gregory at hilary.gregory@cerner.com. 

Comprehensive Pharmacy Services
CPS is one of the nation’s leading providers of 
pharmacy solutions. Our partnerships deliver 
leadership in the form of resources, tools, and 
expertise to elevate hospital leaders and teams 
while driving superior financial, operational, and 
clinical performance through their pharmacies. 
As an advocate for your organization, we optimize 
best practices while helping advance the standard 
of care in your community. CPS delivers value 
through a robust suite of solutions that address the 
holistic needs of the pharmacy, including pharmacy 
management and consulting, specialty pharmacy, 
340B, telepharmacy, and more. For more information, 
please visit www.cpspharm.com.

mailto:Info%40AquaDesignMfg.com?subject=
http://www.AquaDesignMfg.com
http://arborpharma.com
http://besafeprod.com
mailto:trommel%40cannondesign.com?subject=
http://cannondesign.com
mailto:hilary.gregory@cerner.com
http://www.cpspharm.com


YRCE HEALTHCARE GROUPP

National Behavioral Health
Consultation Services

Specialists in strategy,
market research, & 

business development

jpyrce@pyrcehealthcare.comjpyrce@pyrcehealthcare.com

OUR CONTACTS

Call us at: (630) 726-3388

Email us at: jpyrce@pyrcehealthcare.com

Read about us at: www.pyrcehealthcare.com
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Phone: 631-754-0400              Fax:  631-925-5347 

www.oddballindustries.com  

Proud Representative Of 

 NEW! SSPP--1144  MMuullttiiffoolldd  PPaappeerr  TToowweell  DDiissppeennsseerr    
((PPaatteenntt  PPeennddiinngg))  

  

1. The bristles deflect upwards for insertion of the stack 
into the dispenser cavity. 

2. Once the stack passes beyond the bristles, they return 
to the horizontal position. 

3. The stack rests on the bristles, sheets ready to dis-
pense through the center gap.   

 
See A Video Demonstration At                  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lrrg8yIip9Q 

No rigid slot or dispensing opening to 
support a ligature attachment! 

1. 

· Objects inserted into the dispenser for ligature attachment 
deflect the bristles downward when weight or force is applied 
so that the object falls out of the dispenser 

· Uses standard 250 sheet bundles of multifold paper towels 
(Georgia Pacific, Scotts, etc.) 

· White anti-microbial powder coat finish 

3. 2. 
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Core Solutions, Inc.
Core Solutions is the progressive leader in 
transforming the health and human services 
experience for behavioral health providers, 
consumers and state agencies. Core’s integrated 
EHR software, Cx360, offers advanced population 
health and information management to achieve 
improved outcomes and relationships between 
providers, consumers and payers. Cx360’s 
consumer-centric interface simplifies the end-
to-end HHS experience, delivers integrated care 
coordination, improves consumer engagement and 
streamlines reimbursement processes. Brad R. Crist, 
CoreSolutionsInc.com, bcrist@coresolutionsinc.com, 
804.205.0713.

DocASAP
DocASAP provides the industry’s most advanced 
patient access and engagement platform for health 
systems, health plans and physician groups. 
DocASAP empowers organizations to navigate 
patients to the optimal provider and care setting 
at the right time throughout their access journey, 
helping improve outcomes, reduce costs and create 
a better patient experience. Backed and promoted in 
the market by Optum, UnitedHealthcare, and Aetna, 
DocASAP builds unique payer-provider connections 
with an eye toward simplified access, increased 
care compliance and improved population risk 
management. For more information, visit  
http://docasap.com or contact angela@docasap.com.  

Health Care Systems, Inc.
Health Care Systems (HCS), in business since 
1983, provides certified electronic medical records, 
Clinician and Physician order entry solutions, 
Documentation, Assessments & Safety Check 
Modules and medication reconciliation care transition 
solutions with a particular emphasis on inpatient 
behavioral health systems, both institutional and 
private. Health Systems using the HCS Clinicals 
package on average demonstrate a 33% reduction 
in medication administration errors and a 45-percent 
reduction documentation time. For more information 
visit www.hcsinc.net or call 334-279-9711.

Iris Telehealth
Iris Telehealth is a leading provider of telepsychiatry 
services for health systems, IDNs, hospitals and 
community health centers across the United States. 
We strive to deliver clinically-sound and financially-
sustainable telepsychiatry in order to help our 
partners meet their behavioral health goals and save 
their communities. For more information, please visit 
our website at www.iristelehealth.com.

Janssen Pharmaceutical Companies of 
Johnson and Johnson, Inc.
At Janssen, we’re creating a future where disease 
is a thing of the past. We’re the Pharmaceutical 
Companies of Johnson & Johnson, working tirelessly 
to make that future a reality for patients everywhere 
by fighting sickness with science, improving 
access with ingenuity, and healing hopelessness 
with heart. In Janssen Neuroscience, we continue 
the mission of our namesake, Dr. Paul Janssen, 
whose discoveries transformed treatment and care 
for people with serious mental illness. We work 
to heal minds and restore hope for adults living 
with serious brain disorders. We collaborate with 
healthcare professionals, caregivers and those 
living with psychiatric and neurological disorders, 
including schizophrenia, mood disorders, and 
multiple sclerosis, to improve health outcomes 
and advance solutions that address critical needs. 
Learn more about these efforts at www.janssen.
com/neuroscience. Follow us at www.twitter.com/
JanssenUS.

JDi Healthcare Consultants & Recruiters
30+ years of connecting top talent with great 
opportunities and delivering innovative business 
solutions as a trusted advisor.  JDi is the recognized 
leader in behavioral health consulting and executive 
search providing expertise in senior management and 
corporate search, product development, strategic and 
marketing planning /research, branding, call center 
transformation, CRM/sales/business development, 
customer engagement and employee development – 
all the successful elements for running a best-in-class 
operation.  JDi is the exclusive source for integrating 
these success essentials under one corporate entity.  
Jeri Davis, MBA, JDi President & Founder, is a highly 
respected national speaker, author and consultant.  
The JDi Team is standing by to deliver top talent 
and results.  Contact us now to start the process 
today! CALL: 833-JDi4You (594.4968), Email:  info@
jeridavis.com,  Learn more:  www.jeridavis.com.

http://CoreSolutionsInc.com
mailto:bcrist%40coresolutionsinc.com?subject=
http://docasap.com
mailto:angela@docasap.com
http://www.hcsinc.net
http://www.iristelehealth.com
http://www.janssen.com/neuroscience
http://www.janssen.com/neuroscience
http://www.twitter.com/JanssenUS
http://www.twitter.com/JanssenUS
mailto:info@jeridavis.com
mailto:info@jeridavis.com
http://www.jeridavis.com
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Kindred Behavioral Health
At Kindred Behavioral Health, we’re dedicated 
to helping hospitals and health systems expand 
access to quality behavioral health services in local 
communities across the country through joint-
venture and contract management partnerships.  
We specialize in compassionate behavioral health 
services, including crisis stabilization for acute 
mental health and substance use disorders. Our 
philosophy is built on a psychosocial model of 
care and follows the core principles of resilience, 
recovery and restoration. For more information, visit 
KindredBehavioralHealth.com.

LearnWell and Comprehensive Counseling 
LCSW
LearnWell helps behavioral health hospitals by 
providing high-quality educational programs for 
school-age patients. Working closely with your team 
and the school district, we customize each patient’s 
studies to keep them on track academically. We help 
normalize the patient experience, making integration 
of the educational component as seamless as 
possible. Since 1995, we have delivered over a 
quarter-million teaching hours in more than 75 US 
healthcare facilities. Our programs are typically 
low- or no-cost to your healthcare organization. 
LearnWell’s affiliate, Comprehensive Counseling 
LCSW, has long been a trusted resource for quality 
mental health care: Generations of individuals, 
families, and couples have received counseling at 
Comprehensive’s offices since 1976. Today, the 
company’s multilingual and multicultural clinicians 
at 11 locations throughout the Greater New York 
City region offer counseling services using a variety 
of therapeutic approaches. Find out more about 
LearnWell and its educational programs for school-
age patients - visit www.learnwellservices.com.  
To learn more about Comprehensive  
Counseling’s services for individuals, visit  
www.comprehensivecounselinglcsw.com.

Lightning Step Technologies
Addiction and behavioral health treatment facilities 
of all sizes use Lightning Step all-in-one software 
and billing services. Lightning Step removes the 
pain points of using multiple platforms by putting 
your EMR, RCM, and CRM under one single efficient 
software — for one single price. For more information, 
visit www.lightningstep.com.

LocumTenens.com
Founded in 1995, LocumTenens.com is a full-service 
staffing firm recruiting physicians and advanced 
practice professionals to solve employment  
shortages for healthcare facilities. Operator of 
the largest online job board for the locum tenens 
industry, LocumTenens.com provides job-seeking 
providers direct access to thousands of jobs, in all 
specialties, posted directly by facilities and agencies 
nationwide. Whether you want to work with an 
agency recruiter, or conduct your own online search, 
LocumTenens.com is obsessively dedicated to 
assisting with your search.

McLean Hospital
McLean Hospital is an international center for 
psychiatric treatment, education, and research. 
Founded in 1811, McLean is the largest psychiatric 
teaching hospital of Harvard Medical School. 
Dedicated to delivering specialized and individualized 
care provided by expert, compassionate members 
of its team. In addition to offering state-of-the 
art diagnosis and treatment for a wide range of 
behavioral and psychiatric illnesses, McLean also 
offers an expanded array of specialized academic 
and clinical programs for children and adults with 
depression, borderline personality disorder, OCD, 
and addiction to drugs and alcohol. For more 
information, please visit us at mcleanhospital.org or 
call 800-333-0338.

http://KindredBehavioralHealth.com
http://www.learnwellservices.com
http://www.comprehensivecounselinglcsw.com
http://www.lightningstep.com
http://LocumTenens.com
http://LocumTenens.com
http://LocumTenens.com
http://LocumTenens.com
http://mcleanhospital.org
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Our saloon-style door provides 
patient privacy and dignity 
with unrivaled safety and won’t 
detach in normal use.

If a ligature is attempted, the leaves 
will detach at just 14 pounds and 
can only be reset by staff - disrupting 
patients’ ligature learning process 
and informing staff when a suicide 
attempt has occurred.

SAFER 
BATHROOM 
DOOR FOR BEHAVIORAL 

HEALTH BEDROOMS

DISCOVER MORE  
shp.help/bathroom





• Universal Design
Consistent across rooms;  
accessible by all

• Enhanced Aesthetics
Less institutional stigma

• Quick Installation
Keep project on schedule

• All-Inclusive Suites
New Construction, Retrofit,  
and ADA packages available

DESIGNED TO WORK AS A WHOLE

www.whitehallmfg.com
Tel: (800) 782-7706 or (626) 968-6681
info@whitehallmfg.com

GRAB BAR

MIRROR

SHELF

Create a peaceful, well-balanced  
environment with our line of ligature-resistant 
plumbing fixtures and accessories.

INTRODUCING  
BestCare Dignity Suites

TOILET

BASINS

SHOWER

DRAINS
TOILET 
PAPER  

HOLDER

PAPER TOWEL 
HOLDER 

SHOWER  
BASES

FAUCETS
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From life-changing treatments and cutting-edge 
research to educating the world about mental health, 
we’re dedicated to improving the lives of people 
a� ected by psychiatric illness.

800.333.0338      mclean.org

MENTAL ILLNESS IS COMMON.
THAT DOESN’T MEAN IT’S SIMPLE.
OUR PROVEN CARE CAN HELP.
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Reach 
New Heights
with award-winning and affordable 
healthcare IT solutions. CareVue EHR

RCM Cloud

Phoenix 
Healthcare IT 
Outsourcing

A comprehensive, clinician-friendly 
integrated EHR that supports all 
aspects of behavioral health across 
the continuum of care and includes 
multi-disciiplinary treatment plans 
(MDTP), group notes, discharge 
summaries and more!

Ranked #1 by Black 
Book, Phoenix helps 
hospitals solve critical 
health IT challenges 
using a vendor-
independent approach.

An all-inclusive 
web-based revenue 
cycle solution that 
includes registration, 
scheduling, and 
patient accounting 
to truly transform 
your revenue cycle.

Reach peak performance by choosing an experienced partner 
dedicated to empowering behavioral health hospitals using the 
most comprehensive and economical suite of solutions in the 
market.

Medsphere’s pay as you go subscription model doesn’t require 
massive upfront costs, which means you don’t have to wait to 
achieve integrated and improved patient care. 

www.medsphere.com  |  sales@medsphere.com  |  760.692.3700

Visit Medsphere during NABH 2021.
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CHAIRMAN EXHIBITOR 

PRESIDENT EXHIBITORS 

EXECUTIVE EXHIBITORS 

Exhibitor and Sponsor Information

The design of AquaDesign’s products reflects a new vision and philosophy for mental 
health facilities that is rooted in hope, healing and recovery.

Behavioral healthcare fixtures designed from the ground up to strike a balance 
between the safest possible healing environment and a non-institutional 

appearance.

AquaDesignMfg.com
(800) 999-3101

OBSERVATION • COMPLIANCE • SAFETY
ObservSMART
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PLATINUM SPONSORS 

GOLD SPONSORS 

Call Friends at (800) 889-0548, or Greystone at (215) 831-3918  •  www.FriendsHospital.com

n	  A premier choice for inpatient psychiatric care for adults, 
older adults, and adolescents in historic Philadelphia, PA.

n	    The “FIRST at Friends” inpatient clinical program 
is implemented utilizing principles of recovery and 
Trauma Informed Care.

n	    All bedrooms are private.

n	   Accepts most public & private insurance.

n	  A private-pay supportive residence for adults with 
serious mental illness located in Philadelphia.

n	    Accredited by The Joint Commission and licensed 
through the State of PA.

n	   Structured programming with a multi-disciplinary 
team.

n	   Three to six-month respite options available.





HCS is now the largest provider of stand alone behavioral health records in the United States.  The HCS eMR facilitates 
all aspects of your behavioral hospital(s) eMR needs from clinical workflow to compliance management to operational 
excellence.  HCS eMR is now available as a native web_OS solution to further enhance the user experience and       
solution deployment.  For more information contact:  sales@hcsinc.net 
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Medsphere Systems Corporation
Medsphere provides affordable, web-based EHR 
and RCM solutions that address the unique needs of 
behavioral health providers. CareVue EHR supports 
clinical workflows across a variety of settings and 
includes multi-disciplinary treatment plans, charting 
templates, group notes, automated discharge 
summaries, KPI capture and reporting, and regulatory 
compliance tools. RCM Cloud addresses all key 
revenue cycle touch points and enables clients to 
improve collections, increase clean claim rates, 
optimize staff productivity, reduce collection costs, 
access meaningful data, and provide better service. 
Medsphere’s Phoenix Health Systems division 
makes it all client-specific through a full menu of 
service desk, IT outsourcing and consulting services.  
www.medsphere.com; contact@medsphere.com; 
877.386.6057

Netsmart
Netsmart, a leading provider of Software as a Service 
(SaaS) technology, services and solutions, designs, 
builds and delivers electronic health records (EHRs), 
health information exchanges (HIEs), analytics and 
telehealth solutions and services that are powerful 
and intuitive. Our platform provides accurate, up-to-
date information accessible to care team members 
in human services and post-acute markets. We 
make the complex simple and personalized so 
our clients can concentrate on what they do best: 
provide services that support whole-person care. 
By leveraging the Netsmart network, providers can 
seamlessly and securely integrate information across 
communities, collaborate on the most effective 
treatments and improve outcomes. Questions? Please 
contact us: events@ntst.com.

http://www.medsphere.com
mailto:contact@medsphere.com
mailto:events%40ntst.com?subject=
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Norva Plastics, Inc.
Norva Plastics Inc. is the largest global manufacturer 
of anti-ligature products.   It has over 44 inpatient 
suicide prevention products.  State of the art, 
Innovation, and exceeding patient human rights is our 
driving force. One of our award-winning products, 
the Suicide Reduction Door, has been recognized to 
reduce inpatient suicides by at least 75%. Architects 
and designers appreciate our ability to customize 
products to meet their design specifications which 
are usually 30% or more below other manufactures 
costs. Recently, our BH LEED faucet, was  
recognized to prevent Legionella bacteria and is 
being used to replace motion sensor faucets (see 
John Hopkins study). Norva Plastics Inc., 3911 
|Killam Avenue, Norfolk, VA 23508, (757) 622- 9281,  
www.norvaplastics.com, Howard Everton – President.

ObservSMART
ObservSMART is a comprehensive proximity-based 
compliance solution designed for behavioral health 
and substance recovery facilities wanting to eliminate 
the persistent problems associated with patient 
observations. ObservSMART certifies and documents 
compliance, which virtually eliminates missed and 
falsified observations, resulting in reduced risks and 
costs related to sentinel and non-sentinel events. 
In addition to improving quality of patient care, the 
ObservSMART solution advances accountability, 
workflow and communication among staff, by using 
proactive alerts, patient transfer, and supervisory 
tools. The system provides a robust suite of reports 
and can operate independently or seamlessly through 
integration with an EMR. Contact: Noreen Gottfried 
ngottfried@invisalertsolutions.com 215.534.2370.

Odd Ball Industries
Odd Ball Industries is proud to introduce the SP-
14 Multi-Fold Paper Towel Dispenser.  The patent 
pending design utilizes brush bristles as the bottom 
dispensing wall and slot. The bristles support the 
stack of paper towels, but objects inserted into the 
dispenser to attempt ligature attachment cause the 
bristles to deflect downward resulting in the object 
passing out of the dispenser. Odd Ball Industries 
is also honored to represent HealSafe Interiors 
in the United States.  HealSafe products feature 
Scandinavian interior design for behavioral health 
environments.  Visit www.oddballindustries.com and 
healsafeinteriors.com to see pictures, descriptions, 
data sheets, and more.  Phone 631-754-0400.  E-mail 
ckopp@oddballindustries.com.

Orexo – Digital Therapeutics
Orexo provides pharmaceuticals and digital therapies 
addressing unmet needs within the growing space of 
mental illness and substance use disorders. Orexo’s 
digital therapeutics share several common features 
such as digitized counseling designed on best 
practice standards of delivering Cognitive Behavioral 
Therapy (CBT), products supported by published 
peer reviewed clinical evidence, digital programs  
that are highly adaptable to both a patients  
personal and clinical situation, and powered to 
deliver “Individualized therapy” tailored by an  
artificial intelligence engine.  For more information 
visit our website at www.orexo.com or contact  
cathy.hoy@orexo.com.

PharMerica - Hospital Pharmacy Services
At PharMerica, we pride ourselves on providing 
exceptional customer service, assisting in containing 
pharmacy costs and meeting the pharmacy needs 
for hospitals, rehabilitation facilities, long term acute 
care hospitals, behavioral health hospitals, and other 
specialized care centers nationwide. PharMerica 
serves customers at over 100 locations in both single 
and multi-hospital systems. From industry leading 
pharmacy services to maintaining compliance with 
state and federal regulations, PharMerica enables 
you and your team to increase efficiency, reduce 
costs, and provide superior care where it is needed. 
Customers have access to many resources, including 
specialized continuing education programs, facility 
specific reporting, pharmacists who are trained in 
dozens of various specialties, and business experts 
in the pharmacy industry. John Cleary, President – 
Hospital Pharmacy Services, PharMerica Corporation, 
Cell:  334.221.9845, john.cleary@pharmerica.com.

Pineapple Contracts
At Pineapple, we create mindfully designed furniture 
that is exactly fit for purpose in transforming 
challenging environments like behavioral health 
facilities and correctional settings. Whether 
your goals include minimizing ligature risks, 
eliminating furniture weaponization or preventing 
the concealment of contraband, our products are 
designed to help. With over 40 years of experience 
in creating the safest furniture possible, we ensure 
even the smallest details are designed for peace of 
mind. Website: us.pineapplecontracts.com. Email: 
inquiries@pineapplecontracts.com. Telephone: 
800.496.9324

http://www.norvaplastics.com
mailto:ngottfried@invisalertsolutions.com
http://www.oddballindustries.com
http://healsafeinteriors.com
mailto:ckopp@oddballindustries.com
http://www.orexo.com
mailto:cathy.hoy@orexo.com
mailto:john.cleary@pharmerica.com
http://us.pineapplecontracts.com
mailto:inquiries%40pineapplecontracts.com?subject=
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Take a Videra Assessment now

see people differently

Come see us for your results!

contact@viderahealth.com





MENTAL HEALTH &
ADDICTION TREATMENT

Offering a Full Continuum of Care

Inpatient • Outpatient • Dual Disorders
Residential Treatment for Addiction

 
Serving Children, Adolescents, Adults, Senior 
Adults, Active Duty Military, Veterans, First 

Responders

                                   4801 Weldon Spring Pkwy | St. Charles, MO 63304
                      800-345-5407 Toll Free
         636-477-2136 Admissions
        www.CenterPointeHospital.com

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SYSTEM

Hope For A Bright Future

MENTAL HEALTH &
ADDICTION TREATMENT

Offering a Full Continuum of Care

Serving Children, Adolescents, Adults, 
Senior Adults, Active Duty Military, 

Veterans & First Responders

Inpatient • Intensive Outpatient
Partial Hospitalization • Dual Disorders

Addiction Treatment for
Adolescents & Adults:

Detox • Residential • Intensive 
Outpatient • Medication-Assisted 

Treatment • Aftercare

CenterPointe Hosptial
St. Charles, MO

CenterPointe Hospital of Columbia
Columbia, MO

Signature Psychiatric Hospital
North Kansas City, MO

Signature Psychiatric Hospital
Liberty, MO

New Facilites Opening in
Illinois & Kansas in 2021 & 2022
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Experience our
Best in KLAS 

behavioral health EHR.

Enhance clinical integration 

Increase client engagement

Improve reporting and analytics

Advance interoperability

Stop by our booth to learn more. 

Visit cerner.com/behavioralhealth.
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Pinpoint, Inc.
Workers in the healthcare setting are particularly 
vulnerable to workplace violence. Unfortunately, the 
number of attacks and threats of violence against 
doctors and nurses is on the rise. According to the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, healthcare workers are 
five times more likely to be injured by workplace 
violence than other workers. Another survey by the 
Massachusetts Nurse’s Association revealed that 75% 
of nurses said they have feared or anticipated violent 
or abusive events in the past two years. Workplace 
violence is a serious threat to the physical and mental 
health of your staff. When your people feel vulnerable 
at work, it’s bad for them, your patients, and your 
bottom line. For more information, visit our website at 
www.pinpointinc.com, or call (631) 469-3111.

Pyrce Healthcare Group
Pyrce Healthcare Group (PHG) is a national 
healthcare consulting firm, founded in 1990, 
specializing in behavioral health. The firm specializes 
in strategy, strategic planning, business development, 
market research, strategic partnerships, integrated 
delivery systems, and management/organizational 
development. PHG offers significant depth of 
resources, with direct involvement of experienced 
senior staff. Clients include hospitals/healthcare 
systems, healthcare companies, academic medical 
centers, human service agencies, physician/
allied practices, professional/trade associations 
and investor groups.  The firm has assisted 
over 350 organizations with locations in more 
than 40 states. Pyrce Healthcare Group / 7325 
Greenfield Street, River Forest, IL  60305 / E-mail: 
jpyrce@pyrcehealthcare.com / Website: www.
pyrcehealthcare.com / Phone: (630) 726-3388

Recovery Centers of America
Recovery Centers of America is based in King of 
Prussia, Pennsylvania and provides evidence-based 
addiction care at 10 inpatient centers, 8 outpatient 
facilities, and 5 opioid treatment programs spanning 
Maryland, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Massachusetts, 
Illinois and Indiana. Four RCA substance use disorder 
treatment facilities were recently named as 2020 
best U.S. treatment facilities that focus on addiction 
by a leading national statistics firm and media outlet. 
RCA has also pioneered a successful comprehensive 
telehealth addiction treatment program to expand 
services to patients. Contact RCA by calling 
1-800-Recovery or by emailing Sarah Daniel sdaniel@
recoverycoa.com. 

Rutgers University Behavioral Health Care
Rutgers University Behavioral Health Care (UBHC) 
provides a full continuum of programs to address 
behavioral health and addiction disorders with 
individuals and families across the state and across 
the lifespan. Services include acute care, crisis, 
mobile teams, residential, outpatient, school-based 
programs, integrated physical and behavioral 
health care and 24/7/365 national peer help lines. 
UBHC is dedicated to advancing the science 
through programmatic research and educating the 
next generation of health care professionals and 
is a leader in correctional health care providing 
comprehensive physical, behavioral and dental 
treatment services to the New Jersey State prison 
population and the juvenile justice system. For 
more information, visit ubhc.rutgers.edu or call our 
ACCESS CENTER at (800) 969-5300.

Safehinge Primera, Inc.
Together, we design for good. Setting new design 
standards, our doors and hardware are humanizing 
safety in challenging behavioral health environments. 
One example is our soft suicide prevention door for 
inpatient bathrooms that removes all-known ligature 
points. The door detaches at just 14 pounds and 
can only be reattached by staff - disrupting patients’ 
ligature learning process and informing staff when a 
suicide attempt has occurred. We’d love to welcome 
you to our booth to demo our bathroom door and 
discuss how the combination of our products and 
your passion can deliver positive change for patients.  
Please visit shp.help/bathroom.

Streamline Healthcare Solutions
Streamline Healthcare Solutions has been providing 
EHR software solutions to Behavioral Healthcare 
organizations since 2003. Our Behavioral Health-
focused EHR, SmartCare™, is a web-based, 
enterprise application built for the delivery, 
management, and coordination of healthcare 
services. SmartCare is one of the only Behavioral 
Health-focused EHR’s to achieve Meaningful Use 
certification at both the ambulatory and inpatient 
levels. Your billing needs are all supported in 
SmartCare since it offers traditional fee-for-service 
billing for commercial payers, and handles varying 
requirements for prior authorizations and complex 
billing processes.  Contact Brian Campbell (brian.
campbell@streamlinehealthcare.com) for an 
introductory call.

http://www.pinpointinc.com
mailto:jpyrce@pyrcehealthcare.com
http://www.pyrcehealthcare.com
http://www.pyrcehealthcare.com
mailto:sdaniel@recoverycoa.com
mailto:sdaniel@recoverycoa.com
http://ubhc.rutgers.edu
mailto:brian.campbell@streamlinehealthcare.com
mailto:brian.campbell@streamlinehealthcare.com
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Stryker
Mental Health departments can place unique 
demands on hospital employees. Stryker has worked 
to create a solution with features that help to satisfy 
these demands and increase security within these 
specific units when partnered with specialized 
hospital processes. In addition to the specialized 
security features that can be added to Spirit beds, 
all beds have a 10.75-inch low bed height. This 
low height helps to significantly reduce fall injuries 
and help accommodate patients to create a more 
secure sleeping environment. Contact your Stryker 
representative for more information about our mental 
health offerings. https://patientcare.stryker.com/en/
products/beds/specialty-beds/spirit-select.

TownSteel, Inc.
TownSteel, Inc., is a leading U.S. manufacturer of 
Ligature Resistant locks, meeting the critical needs 
of the Behavioral Health market. Our 5-point Ligature 
Resistant product line delivers the most advanced 
innovations available in today’s market, designed to 
enhance personal safety. The ADA approved Arch 
Mortise MRX-A, Cylindrical Arch CRX-A, and the 
new electronic RFID/touch pad XMRXA 2000, 4000, 
5000 BL/RFID are Joint Commission approved and 
recommended. TownSteel also manufactures levered 
Mortise MRX-L and Cylindrical TRX-L Ligature 
Resistant Locks. TownSteel is a full line hardware 
manufacturer, for more information, please contact us 
at www.townsteel.com or toll free 877-858-0888.

Videra Health
The current healthcare system is episodic and 
reactive, leading to poor and inconsistent patient 
care. The cost of getting treatment wrong is high and 
the capacity for getting it right is low. Patients are 
essentially on their own when they leave a provider’s 
office. Videra Health closes this gap by automating 
continuous care between provider visits.  We do this 
with asynchronous video/audio programs, allowing 
for better decision making and enhanced patient 
tracking. Patients feel truly cared for while health 
systems gather more data and expend less resources 
following-up between visits and after discharge. 
Reach out to contact@viderahealth.com for additional 
information and to engage with our team.

WellSky
WellSky Specialty Care for Behavioral Health is an 
integrated solution that delivers comprehensive, 
end-to-end functionality supporting the entirety of 
your operations on a single platform. Our scalable 
healthcare information system is designed to improve 
the clinical, financial, and operational functions of 
your inpatient behavioral health hospital by leveraging 
valuable insights across your organization. WellSky 
includes advanced functionality, purpose-built for 
behavioral health providers, including a built-in 
accountability record that allows staff to complete 
patient rounding on mobile devices. Learn why 
WellSky is the fastest growing electronic health 
system in the behavioral health space by visiting our 
website: wellsky.com/behavioral-health-systems. You 
can also contact us at 1-855-WellSky or at sales@
wellsky.com.

Whitehall MFG
Whitehall Manufacturing ® is a North American 
manufacturer of quality plumbing products for the 
healthcare and rehabilitation markets. Many Whitehall 
healthcare products meet “universal design” 
standards which mean they are ADA/bariatric and/
or ligature compliant. Whitehall can provide plumbing 
products for any type of healthcare facility to aid in 
patient safety, infection prevention and patient health. 

Kristin Kahle – Vice President, kkahle@whitehallmfg.
com, (800) 782-7706. Steve McIntosh- Sales, 
smcintosh@whitehallmfg.com, (800) 782-7706.

Yale New Haven Psychiatric Hospital
Yale New Haven Psychiatric Hospital, in affiliation with 
Yale School of Medicine’s Department of Psychiatry, 
is internationally recognized as a leader in clinical 
care, research and education. We innovate patient 
care through a breadth of specialists, advance the 
field of behavioral health through groundbreaking 
research, and train the next generation of leaders. As 
part of Yale New Haven Health System, our mission 
is to provide inpatient, outpatient and Interventional 
Psychiatric Services to meet every individual’s unique 
need – from children to the elderly. Our overarching 
goal is to enable patients to return to their families 
and communities with dignity and hope. ynhh.org/
psychiatric 

https://patientcare.stryker.com/en/products/beds/specialty-beds/spirit-select
https://patientcare.stryker.com/en/products/beds/specialty-beds/spirit-select
http://www.townsteel.com
mailto:contact@viderahealth.com
http://wellsky.com/behavioral-health-systems
mailto:sales@wellsky.com
mailto:sales@wellsky.com
mailto:kkahle@whitehallmfg.com
mailto:kkahle@whitehallmfg.com
mailto:smcintosh@whitehallmfg.com
http://ynhh.org/psychiatric
http://ynhh.org/psychiatric
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Mindfully designed furniture for 
behavioral health environments

At Pineapple, we create mindfully designed furniture 
that is exactly fit for purpose in transforming challenging 
environments like behavioral health facilities and 
correctional settings.

Whether your goals include minimizing ligature risks, 
eliminating furniture weaponization or preventing the 
concealment of contraband, our products are designed 
to help. With over 40 years of experience in creating the 
safest furniture possible, we ensure even the smallest 
details are designed for peace of mind.

Get in touch to find out more:

Visit  us.pineapplecontracts.com

Email  inquiries@pineapplecontracts.com

Call 800.496.9324

Designed for
 peace of mind



High security,
low height

Spirit Select® Mental Health Bed

Features: ©

Panic Alarm - Nurse Call - q15 Checks

www.pinpointinc.com(631) 469-3111
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©

Panic Alarm - Nurse Call - q15 Checks

www.pinpointinc.com(631) 469-3111
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We offer the broadest range of behavioral health and addiction services in 
New Jersey and we are the only health care system that is part of a 
medical school.  Our staff are trained in the most effective, most current 
clinical treatments to support and partner with individuals throughout 
their lifespan. 
 

       Treatment     ●     Education     ●     Research 
 

  Call ((880000))  996699  ––  55330000                                                  Visit uubbhhcc..rruuttggeerrss..eedduu                                            
to schedule an appointment                     to learn more about our services 
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“When a person living 
with serious mental illness  
relapses, it’s devastating and  
progressively makes it harder  
to achieve their potential.   
That’s why we continue to  
work tirelessly to provide 

medicines and conduct research that offer hope 
for the individual and their families, so they can 
live fulfilling and healthier lives.”

      —  Courtney Billington 
President, Janssen Neuroscience 

Janssen Neuroscience appreciates the 
vital role psychiatrists like you play in the 
health and well-being of people living with 
schizophrenia and mood disorders. We 
admire your skill and dedication and will 
continue to support you in your efforts to 
help create a better future for individuals 
with serious mental illness.

Michelle Hammer, Silence

© Janssen Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 2019   04/19  cp-50804v3

Mental Health Month is an opportunity to express 
our gratitude for the work you do all year long.
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Learn More: 
sizewise.com/safety

Fully Electric: 
Designed for 

dual-diagnosis patients

Clinical Advantages:
Trend/reverse trend, 7.5” deck 
low, electric head, knee, and 

high/low

Enhanced Security:
Keyed lockout controls, 

encased wiring,  
security screws

MPR-0050E-0721

Ligature-Resistant
™Behavioral Health Bed


